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NEBRASKA BLUEPRINT

FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Readers:
Welcome to the Spring 2010 issue of the Nebraska Blueprint magazine. This marks my last issue as editor,
as I graduated in May. It has been my honor and privilege to serve you these past two years as editor of your
student magazine. I am a bit humbled when I think of all the great editors who have come before me, keeping
the Blueprint alive since it first began back in 1902. I believe my interest in writing came from my dad,
Dave Neilson, who was once the agricultural news reporter for the Hastings Tribune. I thank him for all the
proofreading and writing help he has given me over the years.
It doesn’t really seem like it has been four years since I first came to school here at the University of NebraskaLincoln. Things have changed, however, since the fall of 2006. One thing that has remained constant during
my four years on the Blueprint staff has been our layout designer, Khoa Chu. It has been great working with
him all these years, and I certainly could not do the layout without him. Also, a big thanks goes to our Blueprint
adviser, JS Engebretson. During these last two years as editor, I have, almost subconsciously, tried to focus this
magazine more on the stories happening within the walls of the UNL engineering buildings. I believe the power
of the press should be used to tell the stories of the hard work of the everyday students here.
One example of such hard work that largely goes unnoticed is the variety of engineering student design
competitions. On any given Tuesday or Thursday, one can find the Baja team hard at work in an old woodshop
in Scott Engineering Center. Nate Benes brings us their story in his article. Also roaming the halls are the
students testing and redesigning a complex tricycle for the Human Powered Vehicle Competition coming in the
spring of 2011. See Michael McEniry’s article for details.
The steel bridge and concrete canoe teams always bring something “concrete” to enjoy. Kaiyan Shi and Jiayi
Chen tell the ASCE stories in their article. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers holds an annual
design competition that this year involved an autonomous sorter for recyclables. Read Ben Stangl’s article for
the story. Two newer competition teams at UNL bring competition to new altitudes. The American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics chapter participated in this year’s Design, Build, Fly competition, and Lindsay
Griggs brings us their story. Finally, the Microgravity University team designs, builds, and tests NASA research
projects in a special weightless environment. See Dan Mott’s article for the high-flying details. I know we just
scratched the surface concerning the many competitions involving our engineering students in Lincoln and
Omaha, and I wish we could have covered them all.
Thank you for all your support during the last four years. Please continue to make this magazine a success by
picking up a copy when it comes out. Also, all of the content comes from students like you, so consider writing,
taking photographs, or designing the layout for future issues. For more information, contact Engineering
Communications in 203 Othmer Hall. I am confident next year’s co-editors, Michael McEniry and Nate Benes,
will carry on the great tradition of this magazine. Enjoy this issue!
Sincerely,
Brian D. Neilson
Editor-in-Chief
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The Baja, Formerly Known as Mini

E

very Tuesday and Thursday,
in a repurposed woodshop
in Scott Engineering Center,
a handful of students labor away
building a contraption that looks
like something between a gokart and a dune buggy. Students
from all disciplines are welcome
to participate in the Society of
Automotive Engineers’ Baja
competition, called SAE Baja.
The competition, which
began in 1976 with 10 teams
and 90 students, has since grown
to over 120 teams and 1,120
student participants in 2009.
The competition provides an
opportunity for students to be
exposed to the planning, designing,
and fabrication required to create
a new product as teams compete
against each other to have their
designs accepted by a fictitious

Above: The UNL Baja Team

BY NATE BENES
firm. SAE Baja
hosts three U.S.
competitions a
year and several
abroad.
		
The University
of NebraskaLincoln team
usually participates
in two of them.
Each meet focuses
on a different
theme: the East
meet concentrates
Above: Students from the UNL Baja team weld parts
on water-based
of the vehicle together. Photo Courtesy: UNL Baja
Team
events, the Midwest
meet on power, and
major and UNL’s Baja president,
the West meet on
as he showed a twisted piece of
agility.
metal that once belonged to the
“The events push the cars up
car’s drive train.
to – and sometimes past – their
At these intense events, it
breaking point,” said Josh Keithly,
is not uncommon for crews to
a senior mechanical engineering
work through the night to replace
failed components and squeeze
the last bits of performance out
of their machines. Above all,
the competition is a learning
experience for students. Whether
it is the proper technique for
installing a clutch, optimizing the
shape of the car’s continuously
variable transmission (CVT),
or performing a finite element
analysis of critical life safety
components on the car, students
are constantly provided with new
opportunities.
This past summer, the
UNL Baja team traveled to two
competitions. The first was in
Oregon, where they took 39th place
Photo Courtesy: UNL Baja Team

Continued on page 15
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ASCE Concrete Canoe and Steel Bridge
BY KAIYAN SHI & JIAYI CHEN

Above: The UNL ASCE Concrete Canoe team poses with their canoe, “The Flying V”, at a competition.
Photo Courtesy: Cassie Vogel

T

he steel bridge team and the
concrete canoe team of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) University of
Nebraska-Lincoln chapter busily
prepared for the annual regional
competition in April. According
to their schedules, both teams
completed their designs before
spring break and started the actual
building immediately after team
members came back to campus.
When asked about the biggest
disadvantage encountered during
their preparation, the two captains
both mentioned a problem of

6

lacking people and time. Even
though first-year engineering
students don’t have enough
knowledge to work in designing
and modeling, they are still
welcome to join and take part in
the workshop portion. This offers
a great chance for freshmen eager
to do something more connected
to engineering than textbooks and
lectures.
ASCE at UNL is an
organization for engineering
students who are interested in civil
engineering. The steel bridge team
and the concrete canoe team have

attended the annual competition,
held by national ASCE, for decades
and earned great achievements.
Each team is required to
attend its regional competition,
and the winner advances to the
national competition. The rules of
both competitions are posted on
the official website of ASCE in
January every year with various
restrictions in order to inspire brand
new designs. When they encounter
difficulties during preparation,
they can contact the board and
ask questions. This competition
provides college students an

excellent platform to use and
evaluate their knowledge from
textbook and lectures. They can
get a quick glimpse of their future
roles after graduation. Moreover,
every team member can build
experience in team working and
practice the ability of cooperating
and communicating, which are
priceless for a future engineer.
The captain of the steel bridge
team, Mike Florek, worked hard
to turn their design from twodimensional drawings into threedimensional reality. As a senior
civil engineering student, he has
spent almost all four years as a
member of ASCE and enjoys
a busy life between study and
preparing for the competition.
Florek joined ASCE at the very
beginning of his freshman year and
has participated in the steel bridge
program all four years.
“I joined ASCE because it’s a
very interesting group. They have
interesting speakers here every
month. I joined the steel bridge
team because it’s a really cool
project.”
When talking about the biggest
difficulty the team had this year,
Florek brought up the serious
situation of lacking members.
Currently, there are only seven
students in his team and every
member is taking a large load.
Three members are focusing on
designing and the other four mainly
work on actually building. As the
captain, Florek needs to take care
of finding financial and technical
support from local companies. For
the project, which covers a period
of several months and a large
amount of work, the number of

team members can be a significant
factor on the team’s performance in
competition.
Florek commented on the result
of last year’s competition: “Other
teams had better designs. They
have more time to work on it. They
have more money to put in it. They
just have more people.”
Cassie Vogel, a senior in civil
engineering, is currently captain of
the concrete canoe team. The UNL
concrete canoe team, with a history

The canoe is required to be
around 20 feet in length, and the
materials that can be used are
mainly concrete, steel and glass.
Therefore, the strength of the canoe
is highly dependent on the quality
of its materials. Vogel mentioned
the accident they had in last year’s
competition. The UNL concrete
canoe team performed perfectly
from the beginning and kept going
at a satisfactory level until the last
turn, when their canoe broke apart

Above: The UNL canoe “Black Pearl” competes in a race.
Photo Courtesy: Cassie Vogel

of over 40 years, has reached many
great achievements. Working as
the captain of a team with about 25
members, Vogel feels comfortable
with her busy schedule.
“The busier I get, the better my
work can be,” she said.
Compared to the steel bridge
team, Vogel hasn’t met with timing
problems, but the financial situation
related to the world economy is
making this year’s competition
harder than usual.

suddenly without any signal, and
that accident dragged them down to
fourth place. Moreover, the 20-foot
long canoe can only be transported
in full size by truck, and the long
time driving the truck can become
quite a menace.
The two competitions held by
ASCE annually both require a large
variety of various knowledge and
skills, which is much more than
civil engineering. For example,
on the UNL concrete canoe
Continued on page 15
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ASME Autonomous Material Sorter

I

n a time when ‘going green’ is
in, many people make an extra
effort to recycle waste products.
But what happens to all that plastic,
glass, steel and aluminum, and
more importantly, how is it sorted?
This is exactly what the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln’s mechanical
engineering students have been
attempting to find out.
The 2010 American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Student Design Competition was
held April 9-10 in St. Louis, Mo.
Each team entered a version of
an Autonomous Material Sorter
(AMS) designed according to a
tight set of guidelines. The AMS
must be capable of sorting three
objects each of four common
recyclable materials: plastic, glass,
steel and aluminum, with different
dimensions assigned to each
material. With a competitive time
frame of five minutes, one may
assume a large, complex machine
is necessary for the job, but the
sorting must take place in a mere
340x580x400 mm area, about the
size of a microwave. At the judge’s
signal, the materials are dumped
in a hopper, a switch is toggled
on, and the materials are sorted
through the AMS into five labeled
hoppers. The fifth hopper is labeled
“unsorted.”
Armed with a VEX Robotics
Design System, six mechanical
engineering students have set out to
design and build a light AMS that
not only sorts properly, but quickly
in order to achieve a maximum
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BY BEN STANGL

From Left: Kevin Watts, Kevin Riedl, Michael Head, and Brad Griffin assemble
the autonomous material sorter. Photo By: Brian Neilson

competition score. The first task
was to set up a sorting model.
Working with this design
model in mind, they turned to the
recycling industry for ideas on how
to transfer the materials from the
hopper to the AMS. The first design
was then tested using gravity to
feed the materials from the hopper
onto an inclined conveyor. The
purpose of the conveyor was to
not only distribute one item into
the testing compartment, but also
orient it for height testing.
However, isolating one object
at a time proved a great challenge
even without the additional
complexity of orienting it. The

design was modified many times
by reconfiguring the hopper or
reorienting the conveyor. Finally,
faculty adviser Bill Dick suggested
feeding the materials into the AMS
parallel with the force of gravity
instead of perpendicular as before.
To achieve this, a stopper was
needed below the hopper. Two sets
of rollers built of interlocked zip
ties were best suited for the task.
The front set of rollers would rotate
toward each other downward,
drawing samples into the AMS in a
controlled manner, while the back
set of rollers, in line with the first,
would rotate upward, agitating the
contents of the hopper. If the AMS

did not sense any sample entering,
it would reverse the role of the
rollers, having the front set agitate
and the back set feed.
This design proved successful
and provided an additional
surprise of properly orienting the
plastic materials to be subjected
to the height test. Then the team
just needed to assemble all the
feeding, testing, and sorting parts
of the AMS and program it to run
autonomously.
To test and sort the materials,
the team closely followed the
original sorting model. First, the
metal detector can identify both the
aluminum and steel samples. These
two samples are further sorted by
an inclined, magnetic conveyor,
allowing the aluminum to slide off
into its bin while transporting the
steel up and into its own bin.
If the metal detector test comes
back negative, photo sensors are
employed to determine whether the
height of the sample is blocking
a laser beam. If so, the sample
is sorted as plastic into its bin.
Samples of a lesser height will
be sorted by default as glass into
its bin. This system then does not
employ the unsorted bin.
Since the AMS does not have
a means to accurately identify a
glass material, it may have been
jeopardizing crucial points. Points
were awarded on the following
basis:
Score = (1000 x CS) – (1500 x IS)
+ (100 x US) – (3 x T) – (W/10) –
(4000 x BG)
• CS is the number of correctly
sorted materials
• IS is the number of

•
•
•
•

incorrectly sorted materials
US is the number of unsorted
materials
T is the time required to sort
the waste products in seconds
(300 maximum)
W is the total weight of the
empty device in grams
BG is the number of glass
containers broken

Team member Kevin Watts
has worked extensively on the
electrical components of the AMS.
He designed and built the metal
detector to fit in a standard circular
electrical junction box. Since
then he has put many hours into
designing a filter for the audio
frequencies emitted from the
materials as they impact the base
of the testing compartment. The
filter ideally would be capable
of positively identifying all four
materials, not just distinguishing
between plastic and glass as
initially intended.

The entire team consists of
seven members:
• Michael Head - Chair
• Brad Griffin - Vice Chair
• Ryan McCormick - Team
Adviser
• Thomas Frederick - Chief
Designer
• Kevin Watts - Electrician
• Kevin Riedl
• Ben Stangl
For Watts and Griffin,
designing the AMS has been more
than competition; it is also their
senior design project. The handson design is what attracted Stangl,
and Riedl said he has enjoyed the
“great teamwork and camaraderie.”
Frederick’s expertise with the
VEX Robotics Design System has
also proved an invaluable asset to
the team. As the AMS continues
to take shape, Head indicated
he is“extremely happy with
the progress our team has made this
year, and I was really excited to see
us compete in April.”

Left: The partially
finished autonomous
material sorter
Photo By: Brian Neilson
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AIAA: DESIGN-BUILD-FLY
BY LINDSAY GRIGGS

Above: Members of the AIAA team pose with their partially finished airplane. From left: Tim Prost, Caleb Gronewold,
Taylor Young, Derek Stevens, Earle Mock, Andrew Kocarnik, and Charles Nichols.
Photo Courtesy: Lindsay Griggs

T

his year a group of
engineering students
participated in the National
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA) DesignBuild-Fly Competition in Wichita,
Kan., April 16-18. Cessna Aircraft
Corporation and Raytheon
Missile Systems also hosted the
competition, with schools from
around the country participating.
This year’s competition
was called the “Baseball Team
Plane.” The goal was to run three
successful flights carrying six to
10 softballs and up to five bats
around a flight pattern in the least
possible time. AIAA’s Web site
stated, “Student teams will design,
fabricate, and demonstrate the

10

flight capabilities of an unmanned,
electric powered, radio controlled
aircraft that can best meet the
specified mission profile. The goal
is a balanced design possessing
good demonstrated flight
handling qualities and practical
and affordable manufacturing
requirements while providing a
high vehicle performance.”
The University of NebraskaLincoln’s team was headed by
four seniors: Tim Prost, Andrew
Kocarnik, Earle Mock, and Chris
Benner. Along with the rest of the
group, they came up with a plane
design based on the OV10-Bronco
and the competition’s payload
requirements. The project was then
split into four groups: Propulsion,

Controls, Aerodynamics, and
Structures. The group received
$1,200 from the Mechanical
Engineering Department and $500
from the Engineering Student
Advisory Board (eSAB) for the
project. One change was made to
the plane design that differed from
the OV10-Bronco: the elevator
was moved from the top of the
rudders to the bottom for ease of
construction and control.

Above: OV10-Bronco
Photo Courtesy: LIndsay Griggs

The fuselage is made up of
plywood ribs, the ribs and spars
of the wings of balsa wood and
basswood, the nose and tail cones
of foam, and the booms under
the wings of aluminum. A laser
cutter at Architecture Hall was
used to cut all the wood pieces
for the plane. The entire structure
was then covered in Monokote, a
heat based shrink-wrap to provide
the outer shell of the plane. The
airplane used nickel metal hydride
batteries, two brushless electric
motors, and two counter-rotating
propellers. The entire airplane
weighed between 20 and 25 lbs.
fully assembled.
The baseballs were loaded into
the fuselage of the plane in an eggcrate-like foam box and the bats sat
on pegs on the sides and top of the
plane. The nose cone was hinged
to allow the egg-crate to be slid in
and out of the fuselage easily. This
is done because payload-loading
time is part of the overall run time.
Their goal for the competition was
a top speed of 55 mph.
In their first time competing,
the UNL team successfully flew
one of their three missions. The
team placed 46th out of 69 teams.
They beat several schools who had
been part of the competition in
previous years, and were one of the
few schools represented that did
not have an aerospace engineering
program.
Competition Facts
• 1st Prize: $2,500, 2nd Prize:
$1,500, 3rd Prize $1,000
• Maximum 60-page report

Above: Andrew Kocarnik glues pieces for the wing of the plane.
Photo By: Lindsay Griggs

•
•
•

document detailing the
design, manufacturing
process, and mechanical
drawings of the plane.
Payload: 6-10 softballs, five
2 inch diameter bats
All flight hardware must fit in
a 2’x2’x4’ case
3 missions

•
•

Can only use NiCad or NiMH
batteries; total battery weight
must be under 4 lbs.
Aircraft must weigh less than
55 lbs. fully loaded

For more information about
AIAA, contact Dr. Kevin Cole,
Mechanical Engineering.
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HUMAN POWERED VEHICLE ROLLS ON

W

hen the spring of 2011
arrives, it will mark
the completion of a
lengthy process for those involved
in the Human Powered Vehicle
Competition (HPVC). Spring 2011
is the targeted date for the HPVC
team to enter their first competition
after what will total nearly three
years of planning and development.
A tricycle design fitted with a
polygonal shaped fairing will likely
represent UNL’s American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
chapter at their first appearance in
the competition, which is organized
and conducted by ASME.
According to the ASME
Web site, the HPVC provides an
opportunity for undergraduate
and graduate engineering students
to demonstrate the application
of sound engineering design
principles in the development
of sustainable and practical
transportation alternatives. In the
HPVC, students work in teams to
design and build efficient, highly
engineered vehicles for everyday
use—from commuting to work, to
carrying goods to market.
This was exactly the type of
competition UNL’s ASME chapter
was looking for in 2008.
“There really wasn’t another
large, hands-on project for students
to work on,” said Tom Frederick,
leader of UNL’s HPVC team. “The
hardest part has really been getting
it going, getting a base design and
getting the first bike done.”
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BY MICHAEL McENIRY

Above: Members of the Human Powered Vehicle team weld together the frame
of their second prototype.
Photo Courtesy: Michael McEniry

He added, “Other universities
that compete usually reuse
and improve upon a lot of the
components from previous years so
once we have the first competition
bike done, we’ll have something to
improve upon in following years.”
As a basis to start from, the
HPVC team constructed what has
become known as the Frankin
Bike. Composed of two chopped
bike frames and a long steel beam
welded between them, the Frankin
Bike is nearly nine feet in length.
The extremely long wheel base
in the design made balancing,
let alone piloting the vehicle,
exceptionally difficult. Despite its
flaws, the Frankin Bike gave the

team a benchmark to work from
in developing their first prototype
competition vehicle.
After considering how difficult
the Frankin Bike was to balance,
the team chose to build the
prototype vehicle as a tricycle to
provide more stability, with two
wheels in front and one in the rear.
A much shorter wheel base than
the Frankin Bike’s was a major
design priority for the team to
allow for tighter, quicker turns
with the vehicle. To make it more
comfortable and easier to pilot, an
adjustable seat was also included
in the design to accommodate
different drivers.

Coroplast was chosen as the
material to construct the fairing
because of its lightweight and low
cost. Coroplast is a corrugated
plastic and because of the nature
of the material, the fairing will be
polygonal in shape. Development
of the fairing design was done
with the use of Solid Works
Fluid Analysis. One of the most
important design considerations
for the fairing is the tail section,
because drag must be minimized.
The other critical consideration
in the fairing design is how
drivers are able to enter and exit
the vehicle. A hinged door or a
removable section of the rear
portion of the fairing are the two
designs still being considered by
the team. The third consideration in
designing the fairing was whether
or not to extend it wide enough to
cover the front wheels. This is also
still being considered by the team.
Two different formats are used
for the competition. The format
is selected by the host university
while taking into account the space
needed and the space available to
host the competition.
The endurance format consists
of a two-hour timed race where
the team that covers the greatest
distance is declared the winner.
Teams will rotate drivers during the
race to meet the required number
of drivers in the competition.
Distances covered are around 65
km.
The other competition format
used is a sprint event. Teams begin
from a standing start and have 500
meters to run their vehicle, with
the fastest 100 meters taken as the
team’s time. Teams are required to

Above: The Human Powered Vehicle Team showed off the Frankin Bike, their
first prototype, at E-Week 2009.
Photo By: Brian Neilson

have a minimum of
three male riders and
one female rider, all of
whom must pilot the
vehicle at least once.
HPVC is still
looking for students
who would like to
participate in the
design, construction,
and competition. For
more information on
how to get involved,
contact ASME
through their Web site,
http://asme.unl.edu/
home.html or through
the Mechanical
Engineering office
located in Scott
Above: The prototype tricycle in Scott Engineering
Engineering Center,
Center
room N104.
Photo By: Michael McEniry
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UNL MICROGRAVITY

T

he University of NebraskaLincoln Microgravity
team consists of students
interested in designing, building
and testing NASA research
projects.
“In the fall of each year, NASA
has a call for proposals from
student teams who are interested
in performing research in a
microgravity environment on board
a specially modified airplane,” said
Mechanical Engineering assistant
professor Carl Nelson.
Nelson has worked with the
team for two years, both times on
proposals that were accepted by
NASA.
“The only competition is in
the proposal phase.” Nelson said.
“There are a limited number of
slots, but once selected, the teams
all perform research projects
independent of each other.”
The teams perform the tests
in Houston, where they have a
specialized plane that travels an
upside-down parabolic path. The
centripetal force created by this
motion counteracts the force of
gravity and gives the sensation of
weightlessness.
After the proposal is accepted,
“The student team then works
with the NASA scientist (project
mentor) as well as a faculty adviser
over a period of several months
to prepare an experiment,” said
Nelson. The current research
project is about testing a cryocooler
in the microgravity environment.
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BY DAN MOTT

Above: This year’s Microgravity team poses in the Zero G airplane along with
their experiment. Front row left: Andie Gilkey, Kevin Watts, Dr. Carl Nelson, and
Dr. Ben Longmier. Back row left: Derek Fierstein, Eldon Summerson, Khoa Chu,
Andrew Kelley, Kyrik Weidman, and Joe Bartels.
Bottom: The experiment is set up to validate the cryocooler efficiency.
Photos Courtesy: Andrew Kelley

“Microgravity is the creation
of a sense of reduced weight or
weightlessness without actually
moving a body or system of bodies
far apart,” Nelson said.
The team meets once a week
to teleconference with their project
mentor and work on the project. At
the hour-long meetings, each team
member is given tasks by the team
leader based on their field of study.
Most are mechanical engineers but
the team is open to any discipline.
Work days are set up throughout
the week in order to do work on
the actual tasks of designing and
building the prototype.
“We received our acceptance
and project topic in late December
and flew the experiment in midApril,” Nelson said. This time
frame gave the team three months
to come up with the final design
and start testing.
”We also had various reporting
deadlines during this period so
NASA personnel who manage
the program could make sure our
experiment was flight-ready when
the time came,” he added.
There were two proposals
submitted to NASA this year
but only one was accepted. Last
year UNL had two of the total 10
proposals that were accepted.
The process starts with the proposal
and ends with a final report that
includes all the findings of the
tests on the microgravity plane.
This program combines all the
aspects of engineering from writing
proposals, designing, building,
testing, and producing a final
product or result.
In fall 2010, Lark Bear,
Professional Services Coordinator

BAJA

continued from page 5
out of 99 teams with an overall
score of 447 points. The second
competition was in Wisconsin; the
team took 63rd place out of 124
teams while improving their score
to 492 points.
The students of the Baja team,
however, aren’t satisfied with
staying in one place long. Baja
Vice President Corey Kruse, a
sophomore mechanical engineering
major, showed what just may be
the next big thing for UNL Baja.
While the teams aren’t allowed
to modify their SAE-issued 10hp
Briggs and Stratton engines in any
way, there are very few restrictions
on the drive train. Given these
constraints, the challenge becomes
who can get power to the wheels
most efficiently. Previously the
team has stuck with a standard
forward-neutral-reverse (FNR)
transmission coupled with a CVT
to eliminate the hassle of shifting
and driving at the same time.
This year, they have begun
research into a hydrostatic
prototype. Common in agriculture
and construction equipment,
for the College of Engineering, will
begin accepting applications for a
new team.
For additional information about
this year’s Microgravity project,
visit:http://engineering.unl.edu/
current-students/microgravity/

hydrostatic drives couple the
motor to a hydraulic pump that
distributes pressurized hydraulic
fluid to motors at each of the
wheels, allowing for what they
believe will be a much more
efficient system. The end result of
the setup is an inherently simpler
system with fewer moving parts.
This will help improve reliability
and lessen the time required to
troubleshoot any problems that
may arise.
If you are interested in helping the
SAE Baja team represent UNL as
they build a faster, more efficient
vehicle, stop by SEC 116 on
Tuesday or Thursday afternoons at
5:30 p.m.

ASCE

continued from page 7
team, there are two managers in
charge of the technical area and
financial needs separately. The
older students mainly work on
designing and calculating, and the
freshmen get training and learning
from workshop. There is also a
required report, explaining their
design in writing.
“Students who interested in
civil engineering are welcome to
join anytime,” Florek said. “No
matter what year you are in, there
is always something you can do.”

To learn more about the program
visit: http://microgravityuniversity.
jsc.nasa.gov/se/
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